WHY PAD PRINTING TECHNOLOGY

Pad Printing Technology has earned the reputation of providing high quality custom images with precise tolerance for the various industries we serve. Benefits of pad printing include complicated substrates, irregular shapes and surfaces, versatility and topography, proven processes, and is applicable across a variety of industries. Join the Pad Printing Technology team, and let our dedicated team of professionals demonstrate our proven processes of delivering the highest quality pad printing and laser marking services to the customers we serve.

WE ARE SMALL ENOUGH TO ANSWER THE TELEPHONE AND LARGE ENOUGH TO MEET OUR CUSTOMER’S NEEDS...

- Pad printing and laser marking contract manufacturer
- ISO 9001:2015 certified
- ISO Class 8 cleanroom
- Over 25 years experience
- Quality and traceability
- Print on a wide variety of materials in many shapes and sizes
- Servicing the medical, commercial, industrial, aerospace and auto industries
ABOUT US

Welcome to Pad Printing Technology. Our dedicated and trained staff has provided our customers with the highest quality pad printing, laser marking and laser etching services since 1994. We are an ISO 9001:2015 certified company.

We are a specialized contract manufacturer providing services for the medical, commercial, industrial, aerospace and auto industries.

We have been in business since 1994 and have very experienced long-term employees. We have printed on almost every type material, in many different shapes and sizes. We use the industries best inks and hardeners, have documented time tested methods and provide 100% traceability in the industry!

TYPES OF MATERIAL WE PAD PRINT ON INCLUDE:

• Kraton
• Metal
• Glass
• Paper
• Plastics
• Wood
• Composites
• Rubber
MEDICAL PAD PRINTING

At Pad Printing Technology, we print millions of parts for the Medical industry annually. Our experience includes printing on minimally invasive devices, catheters, probes and valves, syringes, carbon fiber, surgical devices and many other components. Our ISO CLASS “8” Clean Room is designed to give your medical parts a contamination-free environment.

COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL PRINTING

From the entrepreneur working out of a suite; to the multi-million-dollar plastic injection molder; we work with product producers all over the country. At Pad Printing Technology, we have the expertise and equipment to work on projects of any size, from small prototypes to large volume runs.

AEROSPACE & AUTOMOTIVE PRINTING

At Pad Printing Technology, the aerospace and automotive industries are an important segment of our customer base. Our quality system is designed to ensure that each project is properly managed from providing a quotation, to the time your parts arrive at our dock, and until they are shipped from our facility.
LASER MARKING SERVICES

At Pad Printing Technology our laser marking equipment and methods provide a fast and accurate marking system that will identify your products and make your company stand out among your competitors. Our laser marking and laser etching methods provide a non-contact marking and etching for your specific product needs. Laser marking services and laser etching are effective alternatives to other marking methods such as pad printing, engraving and acid etching. Unique lettering and designs can be marked or etched on a number of different materials and surfaces.

Whether you are looking to mark promotional items, medical or industrial products we can help fulfill your laser engraving process or laser etching needs with a high quality end product.

THE ADVANTAGES OF LASER MARKING AND ENGRAVING INCLUDE:

- Indelible marks
- Sharper image
- Precise placement
- 2D symbology
- No surface contact
- No pre-post treatment
- Quick change via software
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